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The first thing that hit me was the coffee. I really wanted one, having made the long journey here for only the second time in my life, and being in something of a 
state of shock.

It is only five cents a cup. I can lay down my nickel in any diner, any Family Restaurant, and I will receive a small dose of Canada's 20th-century trademark, the 
tepid cup of watery brew, waiting to wash back the plate of bland, overcooked food. 

I now realize what a gift it will be, in the distant future, to be able to spend $3.50 for that act of American cultural imperialism, the big mug of really good coffee. But 
there are no Starbucks here, no Second Cups, not even a Tim's. In fact, a lot of people seem to be drinking tea.

Where am I? I have returned, for the long weekend, to the place where it all began. Where I began, anyway, and where a lot of our ideas about ourselves had their
start – the Canadian summer of 1967.
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Track fans at the harness races in Regina clutch their forms and smoke hands-free, at a time when cigarettes were considered a basic necessity. (Erik Christensen/Globe 
and Mail)
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I have the great fortune of being a Centennial Baby, one of the 370,894 lives that began in Canada that year. I still have the commemorative silver dollar to attest to 
my birth in that summer of not-quite-love (we're talking about Hamilton in the 1960s, after all), and a lifetime charter membership in the Montreal Expos fan club, 
whatever that may be worth.

As a result, whenever Canada celebrates a birthday with a zero at the end, I find myself in a similar state of soul-searching reminiscence. This weekend marks Canada's
140th birthday, which must mean that I will soon be – well, let's just say that I am very much in the mood for a fantasy-induced escape to a warmer and simpler time,
when our middle-aged nation was young.

However, this slightly Freudian journey isn't just an escapist lark. As I make my way among muscle cars and miniskirts here, I am checking out the reality behind
one of our fundamental myths.

For many Canadians, the Centennial year has taken on a great symbolic importance: It is, for people across the political spectrum, the point of division between the
old Canada and the new.

In our minds, 1967 is buried beneath a thick crust of gilded sentiment.

The word “optimism” is never far from its name, and it is freighted with images of Expo, of children singing new anthems and adults waving new flags, of youth and
prosperity and the Beatles and guys in rocket suits. It is hard, in our Abrahamic minds, to avoid thinking of the fall: The Centennial was our brief taste of the apple,
and from there it must have all gone to hell, no?

For right-wing writers like David Frum, 1967 marks the end of the old, self-sufficient Canada and the start of the state-controlled, high-tax, welfare-dependent nanny
state, the working woman and the liberated homosexual, the rise of easy divorce and birth control. It was in 1967 that the Canada and Quebec medicare programs 
sprang fully to life, that our unemployment-insurance system (called Manpower in those days) became a full-fledged assistance plan, that our banks became protected 
with deposit insurance and, most gallingly, that the federal-provincial Canada Assistance Plan was created, launching the modern welfare state.

At the same time, 1967 marked the beginning of the end of the white, Anglo-Saxon, colonial Canada that writer George Grant, the father of this particular
mythology, eulogized in his 1965 book Lament for a Nation as the fiercely independent, anti-American tribe of British North America.

For a number of people on the left, 1967 marks a different sort of midpoint between the old, good Canada and the new, bad Canada. Left-nationalist writers such as 
Linda McQuaig (followers of George Grant) have described the unified, isolated family Canada of Louis St. Laurent as the country's brightest moment; after that, 
foreign ownership increased, tariffs decreased and the economy fell out of the hands of the state. 

In that view, 1967 must perch on the edge of a precipice: It was the year that Canada signed on fully to the free-trade programs of the General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade and when fully convertible currencies became a serious topic of policy. For both left and right, 1967 was the last year of the Good Old Days.

Now that I have been on the ground in 1967 for a few weeks, I can tell you: Unless you happen to have made the trip to Expo or maybe are enjoying a Friday night 
in Toronto's Yorkville district, it is hard to find much to say for Canada's supposed golden age.

I am going to have a hard time surviving here. To start with, just try getting a decent drink. The liquor store offers 40 kinds of rye whisky and only two of vastly 
overpriced Scotch, and you have to fill out a form and stand in line to get them. If you want wine, it had better be screw-top reds by Jordan or Bright's: The French 
stuff is in short supply and terribly pricey.

I am struck by how expensive things are. When I go to Simpson's, a basic colour TV costs $500, which, in a year when $10,000 is a good middle-class salary and 
$15,000 is serious executive pay, is like paying $3,200 for a basic box today. The most rudimentary desk at a Toronto furniture shop costs the equivalent of more 
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than $750; there is nothing like IKEA, nothing at all.

The reason? The TV and the desk are both made in Canada, because they have to be. So are all the suits at Eaton's, most of the wine at the liquor store, all the shoes 
at Florsheim. The tariffs on imported goods are huge and prohibitive; very little in the shops is actually imported. As a result, things in 1967 are very, very 
expensive. For the average working family, consumer goods are a rarity.

And then there are the people, the last-generation Canadians who surround me on the not-so-crowded streets. 

Let us start by being complementary: People in 1967 tend to be amazingly well dressed. There is a complete and refreshing absence of clothes with words and 
sentences on them. And they are all perpetually encased, wonderfully enveloped, in big clouds of smoke. In 1967, Statistics Canada still considers cigarettes part of 
the basic basket of consumer goods.

But look at them. The Canadians of 1967 are not a pretty sight: My fellow ancestors are pale, pasty, lumpy and very, very white. Almost all of us are descended from 
the British islands; non-Europeans make up fewer than 400,000 of Canada's 20 million people (plus 312,000 natives).

The Centennial year marks the rise of mass immigration from places other than Britain and France: Of the 222,876 people landing here this year, a number not seen 
since the Laurier boom of 1913 (and not seen again until the 1980s), we see Italians (30,000) and Portuguese (10,000) reach their peak levels, and more significant 
numbers of Chinese (6,400) and Indians (4,000).

But Britons are still the largest group, at more than 62,000 arrivals – an influx that will soon come to an end. For now, I have to visit the distant backstreets of
Toronto and Montreal to find anyone whose ancestors didn't live on the Atlantic shores. On Toronto's College Street, I find exactly one Italian restaurant, the Café
Diplomatico – it serves me the only decent coffee of my visit.

Our homogeneity, I find, has a few very easily noticeable effects. One is a certain easy bigotry, directed at women, minorities, Americans, anyone. An ad in Report on
Business for Honeywell Series 200 Computers bears the proud slogan: “So far as we're concerned, it's like having 100 extra girls up there …” A Toronto billboard
for the American Motors Javelin, featuring a white guy in what I can only describe as an ooga-booga outfit standing next to a muscle car, carries the banner “The
Great White Hunter is loose.”

MacLean's and Saturday Night, our two large-format monthlies, run frequent reports on “The plight of the Negro,” a phrase that assumes that neither the writer nor the
reader could possibly be part of that group. Jewish and Irish people are still discussed as outsiders in polite conversation.

As another effect of this, the economic culture of 1967 bears the hallmark quality of my British loyalist-immigrant people: We are congenital employees. The
Canadian economy is built around two pillars – the large corporation, and the full-time, lifelong job.

Most of these companies are involved in either resource extraction or heavy manufacturing (steel, cars); the entrepreneurship that will later come to remake the 
Canadian economy is nowhere to be seen. It will come about when inventive immigrants meet an open economy, two factors that can't be found in 1967.

Walking around Canada's towns and cities, I see scenes of terrible poverty, real absolute hunger and destitution on the wrong sides of various tracks, of a sort that 
simply isn't visible a generation later. The Canadian welfare state hasn't really come into existence yet (except as an idea). Government spending is extremely low, 
below 32 per cent of gross domestic product; we spend only $2-billion on all welfare programs, a number that will rise fivefold by the end of the 1970s. 

Inequality is still at extremely high, almost American levels. We will forget later how terribly poor our poor actually were.

Still, the Canada of my birth feels, in some funny ways, like the Canada of my emerging middle age. The crime rates happen to be at the same, low levels. So do the
unemployment rates (those two things are linked). There is a deep concern about a U.S.-led overseas war. And, most significantly, there are strong and abiding 
worries about the foreign takeover of the Canadian economy.

The words “branch-plant economy” appears in every conversation and every CBC panel discussion, and it is a very good description of the Canada of 1967.
Indeed, the Yanks in 1967 own 60 per cent of Canada's manufacturing base and 35 per cent of the entire economy.

In 2007, foreign ownership will reach these levels once again. But there is a difference: By 2007, there will be equal (actually, somewhat greater) levels of Canadian 
investment in foreign companies. 

Here in 1967, it's much more grim: The Americans are using branch ownership to reach beneath our tariff barriers, and it's infuriating Canadians, whose money is 
trapped inside their country.

So this is where I have decided to spend my weekend: Not in the glory days of Expo, but in the dying moments of the old, insular, island Canada. When I finally 
pack up and go back to 2007, having had my fill of rye and soda and Belvedere smoke, I will come back to a Canada that has many of the same problems of the 
Canada of my birth. 

But they are no longer our problems alone.

Doug Saunders is a member of The Globe and Mail's European bureau.
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